
Massimiliano Di Carlo, born in Ascoli Piceno (Italy) at the 9 July 1987 
held a lecture combined with an introducing workshop about Western and 
Eastern oral traditions -THE OVERTONE SINGING at our institution on 
the 7th of June 2015.

The Klang-Holz e.V. is a nonprofit assosiation of musicians, craftmen, 
pedagogues and individuals who are  interested in music, building of 
instruments, education and culture. We  offer workshops for individual 
building of instruments, host several bands and cooperate with the district 
authority, schools and kindergardens to keep the tradition of handmade 
music alive and give space to creative interaction. Our weekly classes fo 
building and playing instruments are currently used by about 40 people of 
different ages and 2000 pupils in round termes visit us every year to build 
their first instrument and make musik together.  

Mr. di Carlo is a very qualified lecturer and experienced musician who was
able to present a wide scale of Overtone and Undertone singing of different
cultures which he could link and compare in a worthwhile and methodic 
manner.  He vividly discribed the theory of overtones and demonstraded 
them practically. He also introduced methods to „tune“ the body and 
prepare the voice as the instrument of the body and lead the participants 
through those exercises.

We plan to continue our cooperation with Mr. Di Carlo. He will offer 
workshops for over- and undertone singing in October and November 2015
and throughout 2016. We are very pleased to work with Mr. Di Carlo and 
are very interested in his further research.

Sincerly,

N. Dittmar, CEO
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